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in size and might every eighteen months,
thereby transforming the world with its new
fierce hierarchy, and crushing the life out of
it. Only the  slowest among us now play with
the bones of the rhizome. 
The other great transformation is to do

with artistic labour. Getting computers to do
anything that might faintly interest the art
world was, in the early years, a remarkably
labour-intensive and generally thankless task.
It often involved shuttling back and forth
between analogue and digital media, and the
results were curious more because of their
 origins than their results. Some, too, were
tied to idealist thinking about the mathemat-
ical character of aesthetics, which was deeply
out of tune with mainstream art-world
views. Now, though, the machine takes on
more and more of the labour behind the
making of things that at least might look like
art. Evan Roth makes a self-portrait by
showing every image he has browsed in a
long roll of paper that spills from wall to
floor. This represents an extreme in which
the artist’s only decision is to choose a format
and press print. Yet the lineaments of dis-
tinction are still evident at the Whitechapel:
the display is reserved and refined, the choice
judicious, the catalogue1 well designed and
the works beautifully reproduced, but there
is nevertheless a disturbance here. It is felt
with early video, which straddled many cul-
tural worlds and which art discourse took at
least a couple of decades to absorb, and in 
the display of net.art, which approached
gallery display and art-world exclusiveness
with tongue firmly in cheek. Do we see in
the latest work, amid billions of producers
who tap massive computing power and a vast
world of readymade cultural material, the
fading of the artist as an exceptional figure?

1 Catalogue: Electronic Superhighway: From Experiments 
in Art and Technology to Art After the Internet. Edited 
by Omar Kholeif. 270 pp. with numerous col. ills.
(Whitechapel Gallery, London, 2016), £29. ISBN
978–0–85488–246–5.

Spring exhibitions
London

by JONATHAN VERNON

A SPATE OF exhibitions timed to coincide 
with the fiftieth anniversary of the death of
Alberto Giacometti seems likely to maintain
the privileged place afforded to his post-War
figure sculptures and portraits.1 The rate of
production achieved by Giacometti in the
1950s and 1960s, combined with the seductive
mythology constructed for them by Jean-Paul
Sartre, caused his earlier styles and methods to
slip into the margins of his œuvre. Giacometti
seemed taken with Sartre’s ideas in his famous
essay ‘The Search for the Absolute’ – which
recast the brinkmanship of the sculptor’s
 treatment of plaster as a Sisyphean struggle –
and was sympathetic towards a teleological
view of his art. Sartre’s essay was published in
the catalogue of Giacometti’s first retrospec-
tive, held at Pierre Matisse’s New York
gallery in 1948, and appeared immediately
before a letter from Giacometti to the dealer,
written a year earlier. Here, Giacometti traced
significant stages in the development of his
work to a series of personal crises. For exam-
ple, in 1925, he lost faith in the methods
taught to him by Emile-Antoine Bourdelle at
the Académie de la Grande Chaumière, and
turned instead to the avant-garde. An equally
seismic shift in his work was triggered by 
the death of his father in 1933, and led to his
expulsion from André Breton’s Surrealist
group in 1935.2 This letter, and the period 
of experimentation Giacometti identified in
the interlude between these crises, supplies
the scope of Alberto Giacometti: In his own

words: Sculptures 1925–1934, a small but incisive
 exhibition at Luxembourg & Dayan,
 London (to 9th April).3 Like Giacometti’s
letter, the exhibition demonstrates that the
basic concerns of the post-War works are
already evident in his earliest avant-garde
sculptures: the problems of rendering the
 figure in three dimensions, of reconciling
detail and negative space with clarity and
economy of design, and of satisfying highly
specialised conditions of likeness. 
The show’s centrepiece is formed by eleven

of the eighteen sculptures on view, arranged
in a fluid archipelago across a flat wooden sur-
face (Fig.76). The works divide broadly into
two groups. The first belong to Giacometti’s
engagement, between 1925 and 1927, with
the examples set by Lipchitz, Archipenko,
Zadkine and Laurens in converting the lessons
of early Cubist painting into sculpture. Cubist
figure I (1926; cat. no.5), for instance, draws
from the prismatic organisation, hard volumes
and schematic devices for rendering detail in
Picasso’s portraiture of 1911–12. In the second
group, developed around 1928, the facets of
the prism collapse into totemic, free-standing
reliefs known as the ‘plaques’ (nos.13–15), the
schema reduced to minimal impressions and
striations. Those familiar with Giacometti’s
early works will note that Crouching figure
(1926; no.4) is given the responsibility of
mediating the shift between these idioms in
the absence of important transitional works
(especially Spoon woman; 1926), which is
 present in the thumbnail illustrations by Gia-
cometti in his letter to Matisse, blown up on
the gallery’s rear wall; see Fig.76). Indeed, the
period of time referenced in the exhibition’s
title is a misnomer. In spite of the appearance
of Disagreeable object and Disagreeable object to be

75. Excellence and Perfection (Instagram Update, 18th June
2014), by Amalia Ulman. C-Type print dry mounted
on aluminium, 125 by 125 by 3.5 cm. (Courtesy the
artist and Arcadia Missa, London; exh. Whitechapel
Gallery, London).

76. Installation view of Alberto Giacometti: In his own words: Sculptures 1925–1934 at Luxembourg & Dayan, London,
2016.
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disposed of (both 1931; nos.17–18) in an
adjoining room – demonstrating the continu-
ity between the ‘plaques’ and Giacometti’s
Surrealist creations of the 1930s – the exhibi-
tion’s cut-off point is more usefully identified
with the moment of the ‘plaques’. When
André Masson saw Gazing head (1928; no.13)
at Jeanne Bucher’s gallery in Paris in June
1928 and discussed it with his fellow rue
Blomet Surrealists, including Michel Leiris
and Georges Bataille, the stage was set for Gia-
cometti’s vital association with these figures
and an entirely new period in his work.
As Yves Bonnefoy recognised when he

called the ‘plaques’ ‘a scriptural break’ in the
artist’s production, there are few clear lines to
be traced through the period of activity pre-
ceding these sculptures.4 That is not to say that
there is no precedent for the alchemical con-
juring of likeness achieved by the sparse
impressions on the surfaces of the ‘plaques’.
Rather, they transfigure the kinds of mark-
making, constellations of symbols and formal
ideas that appear in the earlier sculptures into
something emphatically different. The scat-
tering of the sculptures across a level surface is
a smart innovation for demonstrating this
point, functioning discursively to suggest any
number of possible relations between the
works on view. This method of display also
upsets the suggestive illusion of a ‘front’ and
‘back’ in many of these works (especially in
the case of the ‘plaques’, which are arranged 
in a circle, recalling Marc Vaux’s photograph
for Leiris’s 1929 article on Giacometti for
DOCUMENTS, but in this case with the most
worked-upon surfaces facing outwards rather
than inwards).5
The effectiveness of the tabletop display in

this regard is acutely felt when viewing the
plaster Untitled (head) (1926; no.11), which is
shown in a glass case pushed up against a par-
tition. This all but prevents the viewer from
accessing one of its faces and the delicate inci-
sions near its upper edge. The dynamic forms
of Torso (1925; nos.2–3; Fig.77), bronze and
plaster versions of which are shown in adjacent
cases, likewise suffer. Nonetheless, this work
stands as a concise expression of the probing,
protean and omnivorous attitude to the lan-
guage of sculpture that truly defined the young
Giacometti. Torso borrows heavily from Bran-
cusi’s Torso of a young man (c.1917–22) in its
status as a fragment and its distribution of
weight, while the displaced lips at its upper
left-hand corner – suggesting the mark of a dif-
ferent sex – could have been derived from
Brancusi’s White negress (1923). More impor-
tantly, its combination of totemic archaism
and bawdy humour voices an alternative to the
portentousness that has come to dominate crit-
ical discussion of Giacometti’s work. 
Brancusi resurfaces in the catalogue of Gia-

como Manzù: Sculptor and Draughtsman, an
exhibition drawn chiefly from the collection
of the Galleria d’Arte Maggiore, Bologna, at
the Estorick Collection, London (to 3rd
April).6 In describing Manzù (1908–91), his
former studio assistant John Hale evokes ‘a
short, stocky peasant of a man’ dedicated to

producing ‘objects of pure contemplation
where spirituality is incarnated in the aesthet-
ic’ (p.11). Hale’s attempt to yoke his subject
with the language once used to mythologise
Brancusi does little to advance our under-
standing of Manzù’s ‘Seated Cardinals’, a
sculptural motif begun in the late 1930s and
pursued for much of his life. It could be
argued that the conservatism, sensitivity and
rigour with which Manzù developed his

 Cardinals echoes Brancusi’s attitude to series
of sculptures such as Bird in space. This aspect
of Manzù’s work is well demonstrated at the
Estorick by five small bronze Cardinals
(pp.20–31) arranged in solemn, liturgical rows
and the two-metre tall, gilded wood monster
Large seated cardinal (1983; p.35). From one
work to the next, changes in scale dictate the
density and speed of marks on the surface;
mitres and ears prick up with impudent zeal;
robes billow out and gather round. 
Like Giacometti’s late work, Manzù’s

 Cardinals have eclipsed much of his œuvre, 
but for the inverse reason that he has largely
faded from public consciousness and narratives
of twentieth-century art.7 The exhibition seeks
to right this, but appears divided in its inten-
tions. The wall text focuses on the considerable
official recognition Manzù received during
his lifetime in the form of major commissions:
among them, the so-called Doors of death
(1952–64) depicting the Crucifixion and
Assumption at St Peter’s Basilica, Rome, 
and for Pope John XXIII’s death mask. It is
also careful to draw him out of the political
quagmire surrounding Catholic sponsorship
in mid-century Italy by highlighting his
unflinching opposition to fascism. However,
aside from the Cardinals and a handful of
mythological and political subjects, the twen-
ty-eight works on paper, fourteen sculptures
and four bas-reliefs here are marked by an
interiority and sometimes quaint domesticity
that is far removed from such concerns. It 
is difficult to draw firm conclusions about
Manzù from these examples. For instance, 
the most chaste and rigid Striptease (1980;
p.32) imaginable is followed by the pneumatic
Lovers (1968; p.28; Fig.78), a coiled-up
 maelstrom of erotic force, taut muscle and
rent fabric from which fists and parted lips
strike out for air. Given the size and evident
variety of Manzù’s output, a more judicious
selection, combined with additional infor-
mation on the works included, would have
better served the artist.

77. Torso, by Alberto Giacometti. 1925. Plaster coated
in wax, 58 by 29 by 28 cm. (Pierre and Tana Matisse
Foundation, New York; exh. Luxembourg & Dayan,
London).

78. Lovers, by
Giacomo
Manzù. 1968.
Bronze, 32 cm.
high. (Courtesy
Galleria d’Arte
Maggiore,
Bologna; exh.
Estorick
 Collection,
London).
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A political focus was maintained more
 rigorously in a modest yet thoroughly
researched display in the Fox Reading
Rooms of the Institute of Contemporary
Arts, London, entitled Art into Society –  Society
into Art (closed 6th March).8 The  display
brought together a range of materials to
 illustrate the conception and reception of Nor-
man Rosenthal’s and Christos Joachimedes’s
eponymous group exhibition of seven con-
temporary German artists held at the ICA in
1974. The works created for that exhibition
possess degrees of art-historical importance 
that exceed the moment of the exhibition
itself: for instance, Joseph Beuys’s Directive 
forces – realised over the duration of the exhibi-
tion in dialogue with visitors and encompassing
seventy-seven blackboards – and Gustav
 Metzger’s refusal to exhibit and his masterly
argument for a three-year artists’ strike in the
original  catalogue. However, the curators of
this  display were more interested in the back-
drop of the exhibition, which was funded as a
cultural component of Britain’s burgeoning
 participation in the European community, 
and the ways in which it both serviced and
pushed back against the disruptive gestures of
the artists involved. 

On the one hand, an interview with
Rosenthal from January of this year, shown
on a period monitor, illustrates just how
 radical these increasingly institutionalised
figures appeared in 1974. The impact they
made on British soil was further emphasised
through press cuttings that bemoaned the
unlikeliness of British artists harnessing
equivalent modes of cultural criticism and
ruminated with some seriousness on Metzger’s
calls for protest. On the other hand, Klaus
Staeck’s 1972 poster (Fig.79) of the right-
wing Christian Social Union party leader
Franz Josef Strauss brandishing a pair of
knives with the caption ‘Entmannt alle
Wüstlinge’ (‘butcher all infidels’) scandalised
the German press and apoplectic visiting
 parliamentarians, and earned Rosenthal the
termination of any future funding from the
German government (although he went on to
receive the German Iron Cross, as he recalled
with impish relish in the aforementioned

interview). By exploring these divergent
reactions, the curators at the ICA channelled
what might have amounted to an exchange
of archival anecdotes into a refined thesis,
illustrating just how consequential the
expressions of these artists’ philosophies
were, and could still be.

1 In addition to Giacometti: Pure Presence at the National
Portrait Gallery, London (closed 10th January; reviewed
by Roger Cardinal in the January 2016 issue of this
Magazine), major retrospectives are being held at the
Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, Norwich (23rd April
to 29th August), and Zürich Kunsthaus (28th October
2016 to 15th January 2017). Both of these exhibitions
will be shaped by their host museums’ permanent col-
lections, which are heavily dominated by Giacometti’s
post-War works (and originate from the Sainsbury’s and
Giacometti’s estate, respectively).
2 Giacometti’s work was first placed in relation to the
concept of ‘crisis’ by Michel Leiris,in his famous article
for DOCUMENTS 4 (September 1929). 
3 Catalogue: Alberto Giacometti: In his own words: Sculp-
tures 1925–34. With an essay by Casimiro Di Crescenzo.
120 pp. incl. 33 col. + 39 b. & w. ills. (Luxembourg &
Dayan, London, 2016), £40. ISBN 978–0–9575376–8–2.
This publication far exceeds the usual standard for
 commercial gallery catalogues. Short numbered cata-
logue entries detailing provenance and publication and
exhibition history are provided for each exhibited work.
Also included is a selected bibliography and exhibition
list. Giacometti’s letter to Matisse is illustrated in full, 
and Casimiro Di Crescenzo is a wonderful guide to the
period in his catalogue essay. 
4 Y. Bonnefoy: Alberto Giacometti: A Biography of his
Work, Paris 1991, p.148.
5 Vaux’s photograph was illustrated in this reviewer’s
article on the Centre Pompidou-Metz exhibition
devoted to Michel Leiris in the September 2015 issue of
this Magazine. 
6 Catalogue: Giacomo Manzù: Sculptor and Draughts-
man. With an essay by John Hale. 80 pp. incl. 40 col. 
ills. (Silvana Editoriale, Milan, 2015), £12.95. ISBN
978–88–366–3299–2. The catalogue’s plates are
unnumbered.
7 Manzù’s stock has fallen considerably; he had a solo
exhibition at the Tate Gallery in 1960, which opened
just after its seminal Picasso show. 
8 A catalogue was not published to accompany this
 display. The catalogue of the original ICA exhibition
was N. Rosenthal and C. Joachimedes: Art into society,
society into art: Seven German artists, Albrecht D., Joseph
Beuys, K.P. Brehmer, Hans Haacke, Dieter Hacker, Gustav
Metzger and Klaus Staeck, London 1974.

John Akomfrah
London and Bristol

by RICHARD MARTIN

WHO ELSE IN Britain is currently making films
as vital as John Akomfrah’s? After Vertigo 
Sea (2015; Fig.81) featured in the Central
Pavilion of last year’s Venice Biennale, the
artist’s recent work is now on display at the
Arnolfini, Bristol (to 10th April), and a 
second solo exhibition was recently held at
the Lisson Gallery, London (closed 10th
March), in the wake of a screening pro-
gramme of earlier films at the Tyneside
 Cinema in Newcastle (30th January to 24th
February). The Arnolfini and Lisson shows
present a body of new work rich with his-
torical reference and contemporary resonance
– essays in history, memory and migration
that move from the beginnings of colonialism
in the sixteenth century to the present-
day refugee crisis. The films are characterised
by pristine images and immersive sound
design, while their elliptical narratives weave
together cinematic, literary, philosophical
and artistic traditions. Spaces of human ruin
and natural beauty abound,  populated by dis-
placed and anachronistic characters; whales
are beached, an astronaut wanders the earth.
Time and space are collapsed, yet Akomfrah’s
camera moves with eerie composure and
utter confidence.

Showing in both Bristol and London is the
single-channel video installation Tropikos
(2016; Fig.82). Shot in the Tamar Valley
across Devon and Cornwall, the film’s four
sections explore traces of the area’s colonial
history, particularly the journeys of the slave
trader John Hawkins from Plymouth to west
Africa. Mute characters in Elizabethan dress
walk by canals, ruined abbeys and vast country
estates in a calm, ghostly fashion. Their
thoughts are hinted at by a whispered narra-
tion which incorporates quotations from
Shakespeare and Milton. A line from the 
latter’s Paradise Lost (1667) – ‘O Hell! what do
mine eyes with grief behold?’ – repeatedly
returns, aligning Satan’s response to that of
Adam and Eve and with the uneasy encoun-
ters generated by colonial voyages. Another
encounter – or what we might call an unfin-
ished conversation, following Akomfrah’s

79. Installation view
of Art into Society –

Society into Art at the
Institute of Con-
temporary Arts,
London, 2016,

showing works by
Klaus Staeck

including Entmannt
alle Wüstlinge

(Butcher all infidels).
1972.

80. Film still from The Airport, by John Akomfrah.
2015. Three-channel video installation. (Lisson
Gallery, London). 
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